
When the mind 
meets the pen, we 
are ready to take 

note.



Butterfly Trinket's Notes and Quotes is a stationary

company that recognizes the value of words. Often the best

way we as individuals remember someone is from a saying he or

she mentioned and the meaning it left with us. Far too frequently

are words merely 'said' and not recorded. And if recorded, they

are typically notated in a text that easily gets lost on a shelf with a

plethora of other books accompanying it.

Notes and Quotes tries to circumvent this by capturing

words that tend to linger most, and focusing solely on them.

Capturing these sayings and incorporating them into a decorative

medium allows the receiver to appreciate the words with their eyes

and ears, and encourages them to make the Note a keepsake that

will continue to offer peace and comfort in the days, weeks,

months, and years to come.

Each box is shuffled to ensure that the sequence of the order

of quotes is unique to each box. This is our way of letting fate

determine the quotes received by an individual at the selected

time. So when you choose a box, remember, it was shuffled

specifically to meet your needs.

Take these little reminders of hope, peace, and love with you,

and if you find someone you’d like to share a word of wisdom

with, take the handy quote on the card in your hand and pass the

message on to him or her. The words will keep giving and giving

this way, and the messenger’s words will live on and on.

About 
Butterfly Trinkets
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Box depicted to scale-actual size
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes by the Great 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

A man with a voice for the 
voiceless, a man of change, Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. enunciated 
the inner cry of all those against 
injustice, particularly the evils of 
segregation. 

Quotes by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Card depicted to scale-actual size.

Order Number:
BW1-SBA

Designed with you in 
mind…

We here at Butterfly 
Trinkets selected quotes by 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
who fought for what was 
true: the fundamental 
rights of all human beings 
to be treated as equals. 
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes by the Great 
Mahatma Gandhi

His motto was, “never let change 
change you”. Highly opposed to 
the vises and chaos introduced by 
neighboring conquering countries, 
Mahatma Gandhi helped his 
people maintain their traditions and 
self respect by staying firm to the 
truths he valued most. 

Quotes by Mahatma Gandhi

Card depicted to scale-actual size.

Order Number:
BW1-SBA

Designed with you in 
mind…

We here at Butterfly 
Trinkets selected quotes by 
Mahatma Gandhi to offer 
readers a taste of the 
stamina and wisdom that 
made up this incredible 
individual, and that gave 
him the confidence to be 
a great leader amongst his 
people.
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

40 Heart warming Quotes  by 
Susan B. Anthony

Here is an individual who was 
focused on a goal, fought for it and 
laid the foundation for equality for 
all people in the United States of 
America. She would not stop until 
her voice was heard and 
acknowledged.

Quotes by Susan B. Anthony

Card depicted to scale-actual size.

Order Number:
BW1-SBA

Designed with you in 
mind…

We here at Butterfly 
Trinkets selected quotes by 
Susan B. Anthony. A 
lantern for all who feel 
suppressed by the status 
quo and harmful 
collectively accepted 
cultural norms, She gives us 
proof that those who fight 
for what is owed to them 
will be successful in the 
long run. 
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

40 Heart warming Quotes  by 
Mother Teresa! 

A pioneer of Faith, Hope and 
unconditional Love, Mother 
Teresa expressed a heart for 
the outcast that has inspired 
millions to recognize those 
most forgotten among us.

Designed  with you in 
mind...

We here at Butterfly 
Trinkets selected quotes 
from Mother Teresa that 
expressed her perception 
of who God was and how 
we as His children can 
relate to Him and seek Him 
out even in the most 
difficult times of our lives.

Card depicted to scale-actual size.

Quotes by Bl. Mother Teresa

Order Number:
BW1-MT
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

40 Heart warming Quotes  
by St. Thomas Aquinas. 

A scholar and philosopher, 
he had a remarkable 
charm in articulating truths 
so that  individuals 
converted to Christianity via 
his insights and theories 
about God because the 
beauty of the logic behind 
them tickled their souls so. 

Designed  with you in mind...

We here at Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from the great scholar          
St. Thomas Aquinas.  An advocate 
for the beliefs of the Catholic faith, 
St. Thomas Aquinas is an anchor for 
many explanations of catholic 
teachings, but his writings 
themselves are built to challenge 
the mind, heart and soul and are 
sought after among the world’s best 
intellectuals. 

Order Number:
A62-MO

Card depicted to scale-actual size.

Quotes by St. Thomas Aquinas

St. Thomas Aquinas

Beware the man of a 
single book.

St. Thomas Aquinas

Beware the man of a 
single book.
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

40 Heart warming Quotes  by 
St. Augustine. 

A member of the board that 
assembled the books presently 
considered to be “Holy Scripture”, 
St. Augustine’s brilliance and whit 
are brought here to the fore-front 
for readers to indulge in.

Designed  with you in mind...

We here at Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from St. Augustine’s greatest 
texts, depicting how his amazing 
mind cleverly consolidated the truths 
he encountered amongst his search 
for absolute truth. His quotes 
become even more intriguing as one 
witnesses just how  fittingly they 
continually testify to the one and 
only living truth, Jesus Christ.

Card depicted to scale-actual size.

Quotes by St. Augustine

Order Number:
BW1-SAug
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes of Encouragement

Quotes of Encouragement 
are the added boost that you 
may need to solidify your 
dreams. So often the road 
before us appears too 
treacherous, but this may be 
solely because the light we 
use to peer into the road is not 
bright enough. Perception is 
everything and these authors 
knew this.

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected quotes 
from individuals like Joel Osteen to 
motivate and invigorate those who 
find these little cards to believe in 
themselves and challenge their 
prospects to accommodate what 
they want to have most in life. 
Often times (if not all the time) it is 
the individual that is most positively 
encouraged that meets the 
greatest heights.

Order Number:
C1-Encou
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Encouragement at Work

40 Heart warming 
quotes aimed to 
encourage those at 
work to embrace the 
tasks ahead and to 
utilize each challenge 
as an opportunity to 
grow internally.

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets has 
selected quotes from 
popular scholars like 
Benjamin Franklin and 
Poets, like Robert Frost,  
to build a bundle of 
inspiring cards that can 
get anyone through 
even the most difficult 
of work days. 

Order Number:
C1-ENW
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes About Nature
40 Heart warming quotes 
about nature from 
influential individuals who 
experienced nature and 
could not help but try to 
capture its beauty in 
words in order to share 
with others some of  the 
excitement they felt when 
encountering it.

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from poets like 
Emily Dickinson and 
explorers like Anne Morrow 
Lindbergh to build a 
bundle of inspiration that 
will make readers hungry 
to leave their cozy places 
of rest to tread and enjoy 
the wonders of mother 
nature. 

Order Number:
C1-Na
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes About Love
40 Heart warming 
quotes by Poets, 
Authors, Scholars and 
Explorers, pouring out 
their thoughts and 
hearts in quotations 
conveying the 
beauty of love.

Designed  with you 
in mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from those who 
were inspired to capture 
the presence of passion 
and desire that is 
embedded in romance 
to prompt lovers and 
devotees to express their 
hearts  with pure sayings 
from those of the past. 

Order Number:
C1-Lo
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes About Forgiveness
Forgiveness is strange, mysterious, and
uncomfortable, but incredibly life
giving. Often so difficult to persuade
someone else or convince ourselves to
provide for another, Forgiveness
supply's what often is not deserved,
but indebts the receiver to you
because of your kindness. Almost on
loan, is the love given from
Forgiveness, and as it enables the
offender to get back on track, it
releases you from the original offence.

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from those who 
understood the pain caused 
from betrayal and who had 
the guts to move on. In their 
maturity they captured the 
philosophy that gave them 
the strength to take the 
incredible leap forward to 
move past the offence, and 
place themselves and their 
offender back on track. 

Order Number:
C1-For
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes From Explorers
Discoveries made from explorers 
opened the eyes of everyone to 
brand new possibilities. It was the 
Santa Maria that introduced 
Europe to present day America, it 
was our exploration into space that 
eventually took us to satellite 
usage, and again and again 
explorers are the ones to take the 
first step through the unopened 
door of new findings.

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from explorers like 
Neal Armstrong to 
emphasize the impact that 
courageous people have 
had on our daily lives simply 
because they were bold 
enough to satisfy their 
longing to discover.  

Order Number:
C1-Exp
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes About Dancing
Dancing is an eloquent means of 
communication of the spirit 
through the medium of the body. 
The essence and  feelings of the 
internal spirit are released 
through the choreography of a 
human being in motion. Many 
have proposed descriptions of 
the emotions and perspectives 
summoned within them upon 
witnessing dancing.

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets gathered 
quotes from authors and 
interpreters who witnessed a 
truth brought forth from 
individuals in dance, Dancing 
can be the catalyst of 
expression for the innocence of 
ones internal feelings. It is also 
the language that all can 
understand as made apparent 
by the receivers of the 
messages  of the dancer.

Order Number:
C1-Dan
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes About Children
Children bring an 
incredible joy to us. They 
carry a peace that is 
unique to them, something 
that cannot be earned or 
bought. It is precisely this 
spirit that makes their 
presence so speial.

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from people who 
were moved with joy and 
happiness to talk about 
children. These words open 
other’s eyes to the blessings 
that come only from them.

Order Number:
C1-Chi
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes By Civil Rights Leaders
The Civil Rights Activists left 
an incredible mark on the 
history of the United States. 
They will forever remain a 
beacon of hope to those 
who fight against injustice, 
because they have proven 
that through leadership 
and diligence, change is 
possible. 

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from individuals like 
Martin Luther King Jr. and 
Jesse Jackson to convey 
the intellect and passion 
underneath the modest 
faces of modern leaders 
who shaped our country. 
Without their efforts, 
American would still be seen 
as a nation that withheld  
liberty and justice for all. 

Order Number:
C1-Civ
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes to Inspire People

Quotes to enlighten others on 
the wonders of life and the 
blessing it is to have life. How 
simple it can be to turn a 
frown upside down when we 
rely on ourselves and decide 
to smile; so much so, a bad 
day transforms into a good 
day with our ability to find 
something positive within. 

Designed with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from people like 
Thich Nhat Hanh to relay the 
treasures wedged within 
contemplated thought. 
Take a moment to plow  
through the insights that 
arose when these thinkers 
took a moment for 
themselves and thought of 
new  ways to see life and 
the beauty of living.

Order Number:
C1-Insps
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes to Inspire College Students
These quotes to make College 
Students feel confident about 
pursuing a college degree are 
cute, catchy and clever. 
Many students lack the 
necessary encouragement to 
stay focused to finish their 
college education. Our cards 
hope to bridge the gaps 
found along the journey to 
help students see clearly the 
goal ahead. 

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from  people like 
Winston Churchill to remind 
students that are all in this 
together and that the prime 
achievement is more so the 
ability to persevere than 
even to acquire the degree 
being sought out.. 

Order Number:
C1-ICol
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes about Friendship

Quotes about Friendship are 
representations of the joys 
gathered from friends. A world 
of support and laughter -
encouragement and 
enrichment. So many benefits 
to reap and sew among the 
circle of people that bring 
light to your day. 

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from individuals like 
Helen Keller to creatively 
capture the value of 
friendship as cleverly 
mentioned in these quotes. 
Remind yourself once again 
why it is fun to have friends 
and to be one to others to 
keep the revolving circle of 
love strong. 

Order Number:
C1-Fri
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Clean Funnies for Everyone

Clean funnies that you can 
carry around for your 
convenience in your pocket 
or slip in the coat pocket or 
wallet of a loved one. Always 
sure to bring an adorable 
giggle to the person reading 
it. A wonderful creative 
comical trinket. 

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
jokes from classic comedians. 
Our goal is to leave you 
chuckling after picking up a 
pack of these, and hopefully 
they will be tickling enough to 
pass on to a friend to share 
the laughs.

Order Number:
C1-Funs

If you ever see me getting beaten 

by the police, put down the video 

camera and come help me!

Bobcat Goldwait
I busted a mirror and got seven 

years bad luck. But my lawyer 

thinks he can get me five.

Steven Wright
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes by Inspirational Authors

Quotes by authors of the past 
give us a look into the mindset 
of the writer himself/herself. 
There is a taste of personality 
embedded in a quote and 
through it we can see how this 
person saw life. Authors who 
stand to think the way we do 
tend to hold a special place 
in our hearts…as does their 
work… and their quotations. 

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from authors like 
Charles Dickens to present 
the vast angles and opinions 
that stem from writers who 
were brave enough to 
communicate their 
perceptions. Authors though 
many all share one thing in 
common. They dare to 
write. 

Order Number:
C1-AuthI
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes about Cooking

Quotes by Chefs and cooks 
who understand how 
important a well cooked meal 
are here. So many joyful 
memories often encircle a 
wonderful meal and so Cooks 
have a special place in our 
hearts, as do their words. 

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from people like 
Julia Child to ‘cater’ to a 
world hungry for food and 
for the reasons why food 
and taste are such a big 
part of our lives. Most 
importantly these quotes 
allow  us to understand 
cooking from a cook’s 
perspective.

Order Number:
C1-Cook
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

40 Powerful verses from the 
book of Matthew. 

Journey through the Gospel 
that preached of Jesus, His 
teachings, His biblical 
connection to Judaism, and His 
instructions about how to live a 
sound Christian life in the now 
by walking the path less 
traveled.

Designed  with you in mind...

We at Butterfly Trinkets 
selected Verses from the Book 
of Matthew to bring special 
highlights from the Gospel 
about how Jesus taught and 
preached. Our hope is to 
provide a sample of the 
messages that St. Matthew 
wanted to convey to the new 
Church, to inspire  believers to 
read even more from the 
book of Matthew  in the near 
future.

Card depicted to scale-actual size.

Verses From The Gospel of Matthew

Order Number:
BW1-GoMt

I am always with you, 
even unto the end of the 
world.

Matthew 3:1

This, then, is how you 
should pray: "Our Father 
in heaven, hallowed be 
your name,

Matthew 6:9

Mark
Luke
John

Page 25
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Psalms Of Peace
40 Heart warming 
quotes from the 

Psalms of the Bible 
giving peace, 

encouraging people 
to fully rely on God to 

find rest. 

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets 
selected Psalms from 
Scripture that offer 
peace. It is our hope 
that the verses give 
comfort and hope to 
the individual who is 
seeking holy 
enrichment.

Order Number:
C1-PsoP
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes about Mothers
40 Heart warming 

quotes about Mothers 
and the lasting love 

they give to us. 
Butterfly trinkets is 

eager to let Mothers 
know all about the 

great ways they have 
impacted out lives. 

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets 
selected quotes from 
writers like Mya 
Angelou to describe 
the abundance of the 
gifts given to us from 
the loving mothers in 
our world. 

Order Number:
C1-Mot
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes about Dads
40 Heart warming 

quotes about fathers 
and the beauty of 

fatherhood. 

So is the love that can 
only be provided by a 

father.

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets 
selected quotes from 
individuals that felt the 
need to express how 
appreciative they are 
of fatherhood and of 
the love and treasures 
provided by to them by 
their own fathers. What 
would we ever do 
without Dads? -

Order Number:
C1-Dad
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes about Sports
40 Heart warming 

quotes about Sports 
and the benefits they 

provide us. 

Many of us find it 
exhilarating to witness 

the extent of the 
human body’s 

potential in sports. 

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets 
selected quotes by 
legends by Rocky 
Balboa about the 
efforts put into sports 
and the ways they pay 
off. It’s because of 
these legends that we 
push ourselves to the 
cuff of our limits.

Order Number:
C1-Spo
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes about Thanksgiving

40 Quotes about the 
wonders of this 

season to be grateful.

Thanksgiving allows 
us a moment to 

appreciate the good 
in life.

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets selected 
quotes from individuals like 
Theodore Roosevelt to 
express the blessing of being 
grateful for the gifts that 
have been given to us. We 
hope these quotes inspire 
you to sit back and 
appreciate your blessings. 

Order Number:
C1-Thanks
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All quotes come in small boxes holding 40 sets of quotes apiece. 

Quotes for Christmas
Christmas is such a 

Happy Time!!

We take an 
opportunity to 

treasure what matters 
most to us. 

Designed  with you in 
mind...

Butterfly Trinkets 
selected quotes from  
authors like Charles 
Dickens to capture the 
peace and the 
message the circles this 
incredible holiday.

Order Number:
C1-Holly



Thank you for taking an interest in Butterfly Trinket’s products. Each small box holds 40
cards with a different quote on each card.

Cards are sold at the whole sale price of $2.50 a box for orders of 35 boxes or more. Boxes
are sold of the retail price of $4.99 per box, up to 35 boxes.

All orders can be done online or over the phone. If you would like to make a purchase by mail,
please make use of the attached order form. Please check or place an “X” in the slot next to the
theme(s) you intend to order and in the line beside the slot indicate the number of boxes you
intend to have for that theme. If a theme is a new release that has not been listed in this
catalogue, please write the description of the theme in the “other” section listed below.

[ (i.e) (Theme: Encouragement [_X_] ”10” )].

Total the number of boxes with designated price and write a check or money order out for this cost
plus $5.00 for shipping to the owner (Jacinta Robin). {Address for mail-in order will be relayed to
purchaser upon 1St phone call for requested order}.

(NOTE): Butterfly Trinkets will cover the shipping costs for first time buyers.

Please cut the bottom half of the order form off and include it and the method of payment in an
envelope, andmail to the address provided by the owner.

Gospel of Matthew [_] __ Gospel of Mark [_] __ Gospel of Luke [_]__

Gospel of John [_] __ Psalms of Peace [_] __ Bl. Mother Teresa [_]__

St. Catherine of Sienna [_]__ St. Francis de Sales [_]__ St. Augustine [_]__

St. Teresa Little Flower [_]__ St. Pope John Paul II [_]__ St. Thomas Aquinas [_]__

Inspirational [_] __ Encouragement [_] __ Forgiveness [_] __

Children [_] __ Funnies [_] __ Cooking [_] __

Mothers [_] __ Fathers [_] __ Love [_] __

Nature [_] __ Dancing [_] __ Friendship [_] __

Sports [_] __ Thanksgiving [_] __ Christmass [_] __

Civil Rights Leaders [_] __ Explorers [_] __ Inspiring Authors [_] __

Martin Luther King Jr [_] __ Gandhi [_] __ Susan B. Anthony [_] __

Inspiration for College Students [_] __ Encouragement at Work [_] __

Other:[______________]__
____________________________________________________________________________

Total number of themes: ____ Total Number of boxes: ____ x $4.99 ( x $2.50 if over 35 boxes ordered)

Total Cost of Order: _________

Thank you for choosing Butterfly Trinkets!

Butterfly Trinkets 
Paper Order Form



STORE DISCLOSURES

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING TO BECOME A PARTNER WITH BUTTERFLY TRINKETS AND FOR
DISTRIBUTING OUR PRDUCTS TO EDUCATE OTHERS OF THE TEACHINGS OF THE SAINTS AND OTHER
STRONG LEADERS. WE WELCOME YOU IN THIS NEW MINISTRY. PLEASE REVIEW THE DISCLOSURES
BELLOW IF INTEDNIG TO MAKE ORDERS FOR SALE.

SHIPPING

The prices listed initially on website ButterflyTrinkets.com do not include shipping costs; please see
added shipping charges upon check out of an order. Primary shipping method is through United States
Postal Service (USPS). Shipping cost are in accordance to United States Postal Service shipping charges
at traditional standard rates/time fare. No additional shipping fees will be added to orders by Butterfly
Trinkets if made online.

Mail in orders’ shipping rates begin at $5.00 for shipping at standard USPS shipping time and will
increase to requested USPS shipping rate for package if order for shipment by USPS exceeds $5.00.
Orders will ship up to 3 business days after order is made (online) or received (by mail), unless order is
a custom order. Please allow a minimum of 5 business days for a customized shipment request. Rush
orders will be additionally charged $1.50 (on entire order) by Butterfly Trinkets and will assume
charges as added by the United States Postal Service in accordance to delivery method requested.

RETURNS AND SHIPPING OF RETURNS

In processing returned items, 2 options are available to Partners of Butterfly Trinkets. Items may be
reissued back to Butterfly Trinkets' store at Partner’s discretion upon dissatisfaction with product, or
customer will have monies returned for inconvenience of ordering or dissatisfaction with product.
Returned items’ shipping cost will be covered by Butterfly Trinkets in full, or customer will be
reimbursed of costs to order (whichever method is least costing to Butterfly Trinkets).

DISPLAY OF PRODUCTS

Products display are at the discretion of the Partner of Butterfly Trinkets. No particular arrangements of
items need to be adhered to. As a result, Butterfly Trinkets does not assume responsibility of quantity
of sales by not recommending a display format. All display set ups and purchases made by customers
are under the responsibility of the Partner’s Owner or Store Manger.
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WE HOPE YOU FOUND WHAT YOU WERE LOOKING FOR.

All orders can be placed via attached mail-in 
order form or online at ButterlyTrinkets.com

Please remember to 
include the Order Number 
and the Quantity of Boxes 
ordered on mail-in 
invoice. 

When the mind 
meets the pen, we 
are ready to take 

note.

Butterfly Trinkets is a stationary company focused on bringing the best words of the times (current and past) to light in creative ways. It does not claim
ownership of the quotes conveyed on cards and attributes all acquired quotations to the authors who introduced them. Butterfly Trinkets is committed to
attributing credit of all excerpts to the person responsible for the quotation and is happy to place this credit as deserved to the best of it’s competence.
BUTTERFLY TRINKETS ©


